Artificial Intelligence in the allocation of maintenance resources for intelligence systems

Commanders of Army military intelligence units in a tactical environment are responsible for keeping their assigned equipment maintained and in operation since early replacement in a conflict may not be possible. Scheduling maintenance assets to repair and service assigned equipment is critical to success. This paper discusses the development of an expert system to assist the commander in the proper allocation of his maintenance resources. Since this expert system assists in the resolution of an allocation of resources or scheduling problem, insight into the application of artificial intelligence to this type of problem is gained.
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Abstract

Commanders of Army military intelligence units in a tactical environment are responsible for keeping their assigned equipment maintained and in operation since early replacement in a conflict may not be possible. Scheduling maintenance assets to repair and service assigned equipment is critical to success. This paper discusses the development of an expert system to assist the commander in the proper allocation of his maintenance resources. Since this expert system assists in the resolution of an allocation of resources or scheduling problem, insight into the application of artificial intelligence to this type of problem is gained.

1 Introduction

The allocation of resources to solve a particular problem has plagued managers since before the Pharaoh of Egypt mistakenly assigned the wrong workmen and allocated too little straw for the bricks while building the pyramids. Today, military commanders and their staffs are applying both rudimentary and sophisticated tools to deal with complex scheduling problems in an environment that is potentially more hostile than the plagues that the Pharaoh was forced to suffer through due to his scheduling mistakes. This paper discusses the development of a scheduling tool to be used by the commander and staff of a military intelligence unit in order to assist the commander in allocating his maintenance resources. In addition, this paper provides some insight into possible resolution for a problem in a job shop type environment. The specific problem addressed involves the scheduling of repairmen and repair assets to repair equipment that may or may not be at the same location on the battlefield. Currently, the scheduling is accomplished by various supervisors in a nightly conference and updated during the day by maintenance supervisors. The process is entirely manual and relies heavily on the expertise of maintenance supervisors. The approach taken to solve this problem is to build an expert system that captures the expertise of the various supervisors and applies this expertise against a corporate data base to automatically generate a schedule that can be rapidly updated as the battlefield situation changes. The first section in the paper discusses scheduling problems in order to provide the reader a general background in scheduling. The second section describes an artificial intelligence tool which is being applied to the problem in order to facilitate a solution. Next, there is a description of the actual problem domain and the specific solution that is proposed. The last two sections address future directions for artificial intelligence in attacking scheduling problems and a summary of the entire paper.

2 Background

2.1 Scheduling problems in general

To understand the solution to a specific scheduling problem, a discussion of definitions and scheduling problems in general is necessary. A scheduling problem is one in which people, time and resources are assigned to subtasks in order to complete a task. The assignments must meet certain constraints such as completion date, total cost to complete, or resource limitations. A typical scheduling problem is that of
project or program scheduling, where there is a fairly good idea at the start what the activities or subtasks will be, how long each will take, what resources are required, and which subtasks are prerequisite to others. This type of scheduling is reasonably straightforward and is relatively static. The schedule may have to be adjusted because of emergencies or because subtasks take longer than expected, but this rescheduling may be a once a week or once a month procedure. It can be handled by pencil and paper if small enough, by a batch computer scheduling program if larger, or by an interactive program if quicker response is desired.

2.2 Job shop scheduling problems

A more difficult class of scheduling problems is the job shop problem. The job shop problem is defined by operations researchers to be the scheduling of a given number of jobs on a given number of machines when some jobs are required to be processed on several machines possibly in a required sequence[3]. The machines or resources may either be in a fixed location such as a drill press in an aircraft rebuild facility or in a mobile configuration such as repair trucks being dispatched to inspect and/or replace artillery tubes. Also a job shop scheduling problem normally has some extra complications. For example, a repair facility may repair numerous unique pieces of equipment, job orders for varying quantities and types of equipment could arrive continuously, and different jobs may require different sets of resources (human and machine) to repair. In this environment, a schedule for a job shop problem frequently requires adjustment as new jobs arrive and resources become temporarily unavailable. This dynamic situation makes scheduling a complex process. While some problems may not meet the exact definition of a job shop problem, numerous problems fall within the context of a job shop environment.

Additionally, job shop scheduling is NP-hard[2] which means that the time required to obtain an optimal solution grows exponentially with the size of the problem. What makes it tractable at all is the willingness to accept reasonable solutions (rather than the optimum solution), and the use of constraints. By providing appropriate constraining factors, such as due dates, suitability of resources for certain jobs, and intuitive restrictions, usable solutions can be reached. [1], [10]

2.3 Scheduling problems in the military

The military has many project scheduling type problems. These range from the program manager of a major weapons system scheduling the developmental activities of his project to a battalion operations officer scheduling the activities associated with moving a battalion by aircraft to a remote location. The military also has numerous job shop type problems. In a sense, combat itself is a job shop environment in which the commander's units can perform a number of different types of actions in order to do numerous jobs or missions but must perform operations within missions in some required sequence in order to be effective. The specific problem in this paper requires that repair assets be assigned to jobs in a rapidly changing environment. Some jobs must go through two or more sets of repairmen or repair equipment, but that is not the normal case. Therefore, this problem is not a pure job shop problem but does fall within the scope of the job shop environment. Such job shop environment problems are not easy to solve, but realistic solutions are needed by the military.

3. ESP—An Object-Oriented Programming Environment

3.1. Overview of ESP

To develop an expert system to solve a scheduling problem, an artificial intelligence shell is required. Since the development of a tailor-made shell is both time consuming and costly, a problem-solving tool called expert system planner (ESP) has been used to develop the expert system to assist the military intelligence unit commander in scheduling his maintenance resources. ESP is an object-oriented programming environment under development at the Unisys Reston Technology Center.[9] This tool provides a mechanism for defining objects, supporting message-passing between objects, and processing passed messages. The objects in ESP
are called modules. Although ESP runs in serial Lisp computers, modules may be thought of as independent processes (for example, an intelligence analyst might have a module for an enemy unit, and a program manager might have a module for an activity). These processes communicate with one another via ports (hooks) through message-passing links (connections).

A specific module is a member of a class (template). The class defines the attributes or characteristics of the module, but not the specific data associated with a particular module. When a module is defined in the ESP environment it is called an instance of the class. The ESP structure in which the module is defined is called a worksheet. The worksheet is a window in which the module can be displayed, moved, connected, deleted, modified, and activated (these actions are called module operations). A collection of modules assembled together and coordinated with each other on a worksheet is the basis for problem solution in ESP.

Module operations in ESP are menu-selectable. When operations (e.g. move, delete) are selected from the Module Operations Menu, they are applied to specific modules which are displayed on the worksheet. The modules and their hooks are usually mouse-sensitive (i.e. when the cursor is positioned near an object, a rectangle appears and encloses the object) and can be selected for an operation by clicking a mouse button when mouse-sensitivity is indicated.

Modules and worksheets that have been previously defined are found in ESP application libraries. The master library consists of a menu of books of applications. When a book is menu-selected, the modules and worksheets in that book appear and can be subsequently selected. Worksheets can be selected from the application library for further development or just for running, and modules can be selected for instantiation into a worksheet.

3.2 Strengths of ESP for scheduling problems

ESP is a graphically oriented tool that has the characteristics of reusability, adaptability, and extensibility. The library of modules encourages developers to use existing modules when possible thereby providing for reusability. New modules are also easily built on existing modules, so that the library is extended into new areas. For example, in building a job shop scheduling activity, a generic activity module can be selected from the library, modified slightly, and added to the library as a job shop activity (extensibility).

Using ESP to solve or model a problem is usually done incrementally which makes the shell quite adaptable. That is, a few modules can be selected (from the existing library of modules) or developed (and added to the module library) and linked together to form the first model of the problem. From experience with that model, new modules can be built on the original ones, and other modules can be selected or developed. By doing this step-wise refinement, the model can approach as closely as desired the problem being modelled. Thus the user is not faced with an all or nothing task, and different experts can develop different parts of the model and include their knowledge of the problem within the modules they are working on in a distributed fashion. In particular, with a scheduling problem, the knowledge engineer might first construct the schedule layout and display modules. The expert could then manipulate schedules to better understand what factors he takes into account in generating the schedules. Experience gained from that can be used in creating an automatic scheduler.

Since job shop scheduling is a problem whose complexity increases exponentially with the size of the problem, the optimal solution is not readily obtainable in the general case. However, once heuristics are used to generate a more or less acceptable solution, ESP with its visual modelling provides the tools necessary for a human to see the proposed solution and easily try out variations to the computer generated solution which incorporates the knowledge of the scheduling expert. This graphical nature of ESP makes it well suited to scheduling applications.
4 Example Problem—Tracking And Planning System (TAPS)

4.1 The domain of the problem

The solution to any scheduling problem depends upon the entities involved in the scheduling environment and the constraints placed upon that environment. The problem for this paper involves Army military intelligence (MI) commanders in a tactical environment who are responsible for keeping their assigned equipment maintained and in operation since early replacement during combat may not be possible. These Combat Electronic Warfare and Intelligence (CEWI) commanders are assigned maintenance units of two basic types to accomplish this task. The first type is a mechanical maintenance unit which provides organizational maintenance support for such items as vehicles, power generators and air conditioners. Maintenance on these common items of equipment follows the Army's three category system of maintenance (organizational, intermediate, and depot) with the CEWI unit only being responsible for organizational level maintenance. The second type is a communications-electronic (C-E) maintenance unit which provides organizational and intermediate maintenance support to the unique electronic equipment found within the CEWI unit.

To keep this equipment maintained, the CEWI commander follows the Army's forward support concept. This concept stresses equipment be repaired as far forward as possible to reduce the time required to return it to its tactical position. Normally, MI assets are deployed well forward and unit maintenance contact teams from either the mechanical or C-E unit go forward and attempt to fix the equipment on-site. When on-site repair is not practical, equipment is removed from forward combat areas to safer locations and immediate repairs made. Equipment which cannot be repaired is evacuated to the next higher maintenance unit. Preventive maintenance is also performed to prevent future failures and extend the life of the equipment. This servicing of equipment is essential during any protracted conflict or training exercise. In addition, certain types of maintenance actions can be deferred until parts or repairmen become available. This deferred maintenance must also be planned and accomplished to maximize the effectiveness of combat systems.

Today, the scheduling of maintenance during field operations is accomplished by a collective effort of unit leaders and maintenance supervisors during a nightly conference. This scheduling conference may take place at a fixed site or may be accomplished on the radio if conditions dictate. Since tactics require radio transmissions of short duration to prevent jamming and direction finding, significant degradation due to incomplete information occurs when only the radio is used to conduct scheduling. The end product of the scheduling conference is a paper schedule that lists the jobs to be done the next day, the repairman who will do the job and the order in which the jobs must be accomplished to prevent improper sequencing. (Improper sequencing could occur when a radio repairman arrives to repair a radio at a remote site and finds out that the vehicle has been evacuated to another location for repair by a vehicle mechanic or that the vehicle does not have any power to test the radio since the vehicle mechanic has not repaired the vehicle yet.) The schedule does not attempt to take into account the availability of other repair assets such as parts or test equipment. The current system relies on the memory of the mechanical and C-E maintenance supervisors to incorporate such details into the decision making process. Once the schedule is completed, the responsibility for keeping the schedule updated as additional equipment requires repair or repair assets become unavailable belongs to the maintenance supervisors and is coordinated through the unit maintenance officer.

4.2 The constraints and needs of the problem

Some major constraints must be taken into consideration by the individuals conducting maintenance scheduling within the CEWI unit. These constraints include the availability of: repairmen with the correct skills, repair parts, tocis or test equipment, and adequate time and transportation to perform all required repairs and services. Additionally, the scope of the scheduling problem for a CEWI company will include the following maintenance resources: 33 repairmen, 66 major systems with numerous associated subsystems, rep-
resentative repair equipment and parts, 26 movable repair locations and six (6) movable evacuation sites.\[7\]

In order to assist the CEWI commander and his staff in properly allocating these scarce resources, an expert system that will act as a decision aid is needed. This expert system will consolidate the information available from the corporate data base and the heuristics involved in the scheduling process[4] and automatically generate a schedule that meets the constraints of the problem or alerts the supervisor that constraints must be relaxed to generate a feasible schedule. The expert system must be readily adaptable to changes dictated by both changes in the battlefield and changes generated by supervisors. In order to accomplish this, the following objectives and resulting goals must be met:

1. Provide a decision aid for the CEWI commander and his staff which will:
   
   (a) Schedule repairmen to jobs in a dynamic environment both on a daily and case-by-case basis thereby reducing the overall down time for systems.
   
   (b) Maintain information on the status of all repair assets and assist the maintenance supervisors in their appropriate usage thereby reducing excess parts and tool losses within the unit.
   
   (c) Consolidate maintenance tasks when appropriate thereby reducing the overall repair time for all jobs (deadline jobs, services and deferred maintenance).

2. Provide a graphical tracking system to maintain control of contact teams deployed to forward locations thereby keeping these teams in friendly areas and incorporating a means for the supervisors to improve their routing between jobs when necessary.

This expert system must also fit the current tactical environment and be able to be used by both the commander and his maintenance supervisors.

4.3 Proposed solution

The approach to solving this problem involves the development of modules and submodules to properly represent the scheduling environment using ESP. These modules are tied together in the supervisor's interface using module operations to properly connect, define, display and manipulate the modules. Each module developed directly relates to an objective the expert system must meet. The overall objective is to develop a system that automatically generates a schedule with the option of further modification to the schedule and knowledge base which includes both the corporate data base and a set of heuristic rules.

SUPERVISOR'S INTERFACE: The purpose of the supervisor's interface is to provide a means through which the maintenance supervisor can interface with the system to generate a schedule. Through this interface, the supervisor manipulates modules to update the situation and then generates other schedules or queries the corporate data base for information he needs to better manage his environment. He inputs this knowledge via specially designed pop-up menus, command windows and system prompts with default values provided. Information is provided to the supervisor through both tabular and graphical displays. The central graphical display shows the tactical disposition of units, repair assets and systems to be repaired. Graphical displays are also used to display schedule information as well as percentage of asset usage. These graphical displays are in the form of worksheets with submodules that the supervisor has defined. He manipulates these submodules on the worksheet to portray the current situation and may project future schedules under varying situations when necessary. Additional information can be obtained through a mouse and menu selection system specifically designed to quickly provide the supervisor with information that he desires. This information is normally of a status type nature such as the location or activity of a given repairman. Each worksheet can have different levels of detail displayed through a layering technique. The supervisor merely defines which modules or submodules are to be placed on a given layer and then uses a mouse and menu to select the layers he desires to be displayed at any given time. The worksheet with layers technique
allows the supervisor's interface to be used to access all modules within the expert system. Figure 1 shows a supervisor's display with multiple layers which include both the data base and map modules.

**JOB SCHEDULER MODULE:** This module is designed to meet the objective of scheduling repairmen and repair assets to jobs in a dynamic environment both on a daily and case-by-case basis. The job scheduler module consists of activities that are placed on a time line on one of the maintenance supervisor's layers of his worksheet. The activities are jobs that require scheduling and the time line runs for a 24 hour period. Constraint propagation is used to help generate a viable schedule with the constraints embedded within the activities. Additional scheduling rules can be found within the rule base module. This module controls the automatic generation of a daily schedule. Since the supervisor may have some intuitive constraints or information that is not included in the system, the ability to modify the schedule and generate a new schedule on a case-by-case basis is provided. To revise the schedule, the supervisor can move the jobs to a new position on the screen using the mouse. This movement can reflect either assigning the job to another repair asset or placing it in a new sequence. Once he is satisfied with the new schedule, the supervisor can execute a run function which checks to see if the schedule meets all constraints and also generates several measures of effectiveness for comparison with the old schedule. These measures are total completion time, percentage of jobs scheduled, number of deferred maintenance jobs scheduled, and wait time for high priority jobs. Figure 2 is an example of the job scheduler display, showing the activities to be scheduled and the measures of effectiveness.

**DATA BASE MODULE:** This module is designed to meet the objective of maintaining information on the status of all repair assets and assisting the maintenance supervisors in their usage of these assets. This module also provides access to the corporate data base for the remainder of the modules. Initially, the input of the data will be manual through the supervisor's interface, but eventually automatic interfacing with automated systems containing required data is envisioned. The data base module both creates submodules and stores data concerning these submodules for use by the other modules or for the maintenance supervisor to query. For example, the job scheduler module accesses the database module which contains a submodule or record type called repair parts. The various parts themselves are instances of this record type. Therefore, the data base module is able to keep track of all the individual parts that are entered into the system. Initially, these parts will be entered manually through a mouse and menu technique by the maintenance supervisor. This supervisor can then query the data base for the status of any item by either clicking the mouse on the icon representing the item on the worksheet since these submodules know how to display themselves, or he can query the database directly by accessing the specific record type of interest using a mouse and menu technique. The data base module must also permit searching records, establishing sets of data, and defining relationships between record types.

**RULE BASE MODULE:** This module is designed to meet the objective of consolidating maintenance tasks when appropriate and to incorporate the surface knowledge[4] provided by the maintenance supervisor expert in the form of heuristics. These heuristics must be turned into a set of rules that are coded in Lisp and included in a module that communicates with the other modules in the system through message passing to obtain both information such as the location of a given submodule or when to trigger a given rule. The set of rules must incorporate such general scheduling rules as schedule all deadline jobs prior to any other type, or if a specific vehicle requires a service check to see if any deferred maintenance is required and when true perform this maintenance when several other resource constraints are met.

**MAP MODULE:** This module is designed to meet the objective of providing a graphical tracking system to maintain control of contact teams deployed to forward areas as well as provide a locational reference system for other modules and submodules to access. The map module provides a grid reference system on any required worksheet. Since other modules or submodules can have values within their instances for a location, this location value can be used by the map module to locate the proper position on the screen. Therefore, on any worksheet that the maintenance supervisor views, he is able to properly position an asset or find out the current grid location of an asset by executing a run operation for the map module and
placing the cursor of the mouse over the item of interest. This will cause the actual grid coordinate to be displayed on the screen. To aid in keeping maintenance contact teams in friendly areas, a submodule for the frontline positions can be automatically created using graphic item modules. These graphic items are available through ESP to create tailored graphic modules on the worksheet. A polyline tracing the frontline position is created as a module so through a message passing technique between modules warnings are issued if contact teams move or are assigned to move past frontline positions. The map module also contains the capabilities to rescale the map, scroll through a large area, or redefine grid line spacing.

4.4 Current status of solution

Currently, a preliminary system using a portion of an actual data base is under development on a Lisp work station. Incremental development is being used to develop each module and connect them as appropriate. The supervisor's interface is functioning to create, display and manipulate the basic modules. Additionally, the layering technique for this interface is totally functional. The job scheduler module has been developed to the point that manual manipulation of a schedule is possible along a time line with appropriate measures of effectiveness automatically generated. Interfacing this module with the other modules is a high priority. The data base module is totally functional, and a basic set of data has been entered. The objects or submodules within the data base are being displayed on the supervisor's interface and can be manipulated or queried as desired. The rule base module is still in the knowledge acquisition stage with various rules being developed so that the scheduling module can move from the current manual mode to an automatic mode as quickly as feasible. The map module is totally functional to include incorporation of a graphic editor for drawing overlays to reflect the current tactical situation. Coding to interface this module with the data base module to continuously track the location of contact teams and provide appropriate warnings is in progress. Overall, the preliminary system is developing as expected with no major problem areas encountered thus far.

5 Future Directions

5.1 Future enhancements of ESP for scheduling problems

Although ESP is being used to help solve a complex scheduling problem in its current configuration, a few enhancements to the shell would be useful. One of the most important features needed in ESP for scheduling problems is an interface to existing data bases. Much of the information needed to do scheduling, such as job orders received, repairmen available, and inoperable equipment, are already recorded in data bases. Currently, solutions require that the information be manually entered into ESP. It is obvious that for a system to be in daily use, a direct connection between ESP and existing data is vital.

The best implementation of the automatic scheduling portion of an expert system is probably a rule-based inference system. At the present time, the two choices of inference engine that a developer using ESP has are to link to OPS-5[4], Prolog, or to write his own inference engine as done in TAPS. It would be useful to have a wider range of inference engines built into ESP and integrated into the system so that modules have easy and straightforward access to them.

Another improvement of more general utility would be an automatic module generator. Currently, although modules can be used, connected, and manipulated by people with no programming skills, to build a module in the first place requires someone who has some proficiency in Lisp. A module generator that could turn a higher level description into a module would simplify the construction of scheduling solutions and allow domain experts with no Lisp experience to be quite effective in developing scheduling expert systems.

5.2 Future of artificial intelligence in military scheduling

TAPS reflects only a very small portion of the need for expert systems in military scheduling. Today,
the major problem facing the military commander is the ability to apply combat power at the precise time and place desired. In order to do this, the airland battle doctrine was developed. This doctrine calls for seizing the initiative and exercising it aggressively to accomplish the mission. Success on the future land battlefield will depend on the armed force's ability to fight in accordance with four basic tenets: initiative, agility, depth and synchronization.[8] The last of these, synchronization, holds the most promise to be aided by the judicious application of computer technology. Since "synchronization is the arrangement of battlefield activities in time, space and purpose to produce maximum relative combat power at the decisive point"[8], expert systems to assist the commander in scheduling these battlefield activities will have a high payoff. Such systems must allow the commander and his staff to manipulate battlefield objects in both space and time so that the purpose of each object can be clearly defined and time and space constraints clearly understood. Artificial intelligence can play the key role in providing such scheduling expert systems. To do this, artificial intelligence must continue to incorporate more and more of the commander's environment in a realistic fashion within its methods and provide for usable natural language interfaces.

6 Conclusions

The allocation of maintenance resources to maintain military intelligence systems is a complex process. The commander and staff of the unit responsible for such maintenance is faced with a difficult scheduling environment. This paper has described his problem and provided a possible resolution to his problem by using an expert system called TAPS which was developed using an artificial intelligence shell called ESP. ESP is an artificial intelligence tool that is graphically oriented and based upon a system of modules that portray the real world scheduling environment as realistically as possible. Enhancements and further work are necessary to improve and develop both ESP and TAPS; however, the solution to the problem is within reach today and better solutions for more complex problems will exist within the discipline of artificial intelligence tomorrow.
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Figure 1. Multiple layers displayed in a user familiar environment by the supervisor's interface.

Figure 2. The scheduling layer, showing a feasible schedule with appropriate measures of effectiveness.